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THE LIVING CELL. Readings from Scientific American. Edited by Donald
Kennedy. San Francisco, W. H. Freeman and Co., 1965. 296 pp. $10.00;
$4.95, paperbound.
Cell biology, since the advent of the electron microscope and sophisticated
techniques of biochemical analysis and synthesis, has advanced in giant
steps that find even experts in the field hard pressed to pace. With the
voluminous literature of the discipline, the interested layman or scientist
of a different field can easily get lost on the side-roads, losing sight of
the general direction. This collection of 24 articles from Scientific American,
including nine from the special September 1961 issue on the living cell,
attempts to summarize the salient features of our present knowledge of cell
structure and function. Each article is written by an expert in the field with
the expressed intent of presenting a coherent, unified and non-intricate
overview of his topic.
In the effort to present the most recent theories, the authors do some-
times give the impression that these theories are thoroughly grounded in
experimental fact, whereas recent experiments have already cast doubt on
a few of these theories. If the reader realizes this possibility, however, it is
unlikely that he will be led astray. Credit for a fine, but neither inspired
nor difficult, job of selecting the articles, arranging them in logical order,
and preparing short introductions to each of six sections must go to the
editor, Donald Kennedy, Professor of Biology at Stanford University.
The collection appears to have fulfilled its purpose admirably and should
provide stimulating reading for those who would like a short review of
modern developments in the study of the cell.
RICHARD P. MILLS
BEHAVIOR OF NONHUMAN PRIMATES. Modern Research Trends. Edited
by Allan M. Schrier, Harry F. Harlow, and Fred Stollnitz. Vol. I, 285 pp.,
$9.00; Vol II. 308 pp., $9.50. New York, Academic Press, 1965.
These two volumes present current reviews of 15 important research
areas in primate psychobiology. Volume I contains seven chapters, all in
the area of primate learning: discrete-trial training and stimulus variables
(D. R. Meyer, F. R. Treichler, and P. M. Meyer); discrimination-
learning sets (R. C. Miles); hypothesis behavior or models of discrimina-
tion-learning sets (M. Levine); delayed-response problems (H. J.
Fletcher) ; associative problems (G. M. French); operant conditioning (R.
T. Kelleher); and primate learning in comparative perspective (J. M.
Warren).
Volume II presents eight chapters on a somewhat wider range of topics:
affectional systems (H. F. Harlow and M. K. Harlow); determinants of
social behavior in young chimpanzees (W. A. Mason); ontogeny of per-
ception (R. L. Fantz); ontogeny of learning (R. R. Zimmerman and C. C.
Torrey); age changes in chimpanzees (A. J. Riopelle and C. M. Rogers);
investigative behavior (R. A. Butler); psychobiological aspects of radia-
tion (R. T. Davis); and field studies on the ecology and natural behavior
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of primates (P. Jay). All chapters have good bibliographies for further
reference, and the books are very well indexed and well illustrated.
These volumes are unusual among recent primate books in that they
contain authoritative up-to-date reviews of both laboratory and field studies,
with the emphasis on theformer. Theorientation to experimental psychology
is not surprising since all three editors and 18 out of 20 authors are
professional psychologists. However, the fact that all chapters in Volume I
are devoted to primate learning raises the question whether this volume
might well have carried a more specific title.
Although broader aspects of natural primate behavior (such as feeding
behavior, responses to predators, communication, sexual behavior, domi-
nance hierarchies, etc.) are discussed in an excellent review of field studies
in the final chapter of Volume II, many of the preceding chapters do not
undertake any integration of their material with the natural responses and
behavioral adaptations of primates in free-living environments. Other than
the final chapter, only the chapters on affectional systems and on the onto-
geny of learning make frequent reference to natural behavior patterns.
In over-all organization, the books proceed from the specific to the
general; that is, from specific studies of laboratory techniques in training
and discrimination-learning, to more general topics of social bonds, be-
havioral development, perception, and naturalistic behavior. As a personal
opinion, I would have preferred an organization that started with a general
orientation and introduction to the complexities of primate behavior. The
areas of neurophysiology and behavioral endocrinology are not well repre-
sented (except for some references in Chapters 4, 8, and 12), and thus many
significant topics of primate behavioral research are neglected. Granted that
these areas are sufficiently large to warrant book-length reviews in them-
selves, it would have been valuable to have more representation in these
volumes. Nonetheless, these books represent valuable synthesis of the
rapidly expanding literature in primate behavior. They cover the field
of primate learning psychology and laboratory studies of behavioral onto-
geny in a skillful and authoritative way. They will be valuable additions
to the bookshelves ofprimatologists, psychologists, biologists, and behavioral
scientists of many disciplines.
CHARLES H. SOUTHWICK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PATHOBIOLOGY, SCHOOL OF HYGIENE AND
PUBLIC HEALTH, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, BALTIMORE, MARY-
LAND.
FOUNDATIONS OF ANESTHESIOLOGY. By Albert Faulconer, Jr. and Thomas
E. Keys. Springfield, Ill., Charles C. Thomas, 1965. Vol. I, 715 pp.
Vol. II, 622 pp. $38.50.
The merit of a compilation of original papers on some aspect of medicine
is dependent on the care, wisdom and attention to perspective of the
editors. Thomas Keys, Librarian at Mayo Clinic and associate professor of
the history of medicine, has long been a student of the history of anesthesia